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Let’s start from the top of the building, take the shown lighting parts be ready
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Assemble the grey lighting plates on the ceiling
*Please assemble them exactly same position as this picture, 
otherwise you might not able to restore the building

Take out the top and assemble with the lighting part with light bulb 
only
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For the remain white lighting plate, it has to be assembled on
the lower level at the balcony, take the shown part away

Restore the top and you may hide the wires in between the studs 
under of it
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Now it’s turn for the top level, take the lighting parts with
white lighting plates only

Assemble the white lighting plates, then put this layer aside
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There would be 2 connectors, pull the longer one through the 
hole in purpose to connect with the roof ceiling lights

Assemble the lights underneath, again follow the position same as 
the picture
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And please restore the balcony, you may take the tan plate off to 
let the wire pass through then put it back after

Now you can connect with the roof by connecting the wires
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Assemble the lighting plates at the bottom
*Please assemble them exactly same position as this picture, 
otherwise you might not able to restore the building

To assemble the middle level, take the lighting parts shown
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Connect it with the 3rd floor

For the two connectors, pull the shorter one through the top to connect with
upper level, and pull the longer one out of the building body
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Replace the black round plates on the lamps and restore the lamp
(you may cut the stick to make it fit to the lamp

For the remain lighting black round plates, they would be used to 
assemble on the two lamps at the front door
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Take the remain lighting parts to assemble them on the shop attached

After the lamp is back to the position you can restore the building
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Replace the yellow round plates and the brown cones by the lighting parts

Start by removing the top and the shown parts
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Now assemble the white lighting plates underneath the top as ceiling lights

Then put them back to the postion
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Take out the blue parts on the front door, assemble the blue lighting plates on it
Then restore them
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At last, replace the lamppost by the lighting lamppost, connect all three connectors
to the USB cable then you can light it up

There would be 2 connectors be pulled out of the building


